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As device failure mainly dictates by cracking 
and delamination of metallic contacts, the 
stretchability can be further enhanced by 
using stretchable printable metallic inks. 
To move towards sustainable electronics, 
processing in aqueous or in environmentally 
friendly solvents rather than in chlorinated 
ones will be required. Moreover, to scale-up 
device production at reasonable material 
and energy costs, printing technologies 
for conductive contacts and organic 
semiconductors will be desirable. Replacing 
Ag/AgCl wires deployed in this work 
by planar gate electrodes is necessary to 
facilitate device scale-up and simplify 

data acquisition for on-skin applications. 
Although challenges remain, this work gives 
a boost to the field of stretchable electronics, 
brings this technology one step closer to real 
applications, and would stimulate further 
interest to overcome obstacles to improve 
manufacturing processes and reliability. ❐
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Fig. 2 | Device stability and applications. a, Maximum transconductance (gm) and current output (Ion) for pre-stretched OECTs (εps) under various strains 
(εps from 0% to 150%) in perpendicular (ε⊥) or parallel (ε⁄⁄) direction showing steady output up to 140%. R and the circular arrow represent changing to the 
release states. b, Use of OECTs for electrocardiogram for spontaneous heart activity measurement on a human volunteer under different elongation strains 
(0%, 30% and 60%) in the perpendicular or parallel direction, showing the robustness of the devices. VDS indicates the source drain voltage and IDS the source 
train current. Figure reproduced with permission from ref. 8, Springer Nature Ltd.
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Busting through quantum dot barriers
Early time transient absorption microscopy in quantum dot solids reveals anomalous exciton transport with 
multiple different temporal regimes within hundreds of femtoseconds after photoexcitation.

naomi s. Ginsberg and william A. tisdale

The recent ability to measure 
how photoexcited charge carrier 
distributions evolve on nanometre- 

to-micrometre and femtosecond-to- 
microsecond scales is changing our 
understanding of the role of nanoscale 
heterogeneities and revealing unexpected 
regimes of anomalous transport1,2. Over the 
past decade, a wide range of semiconductors 
has been studied with transient microscopy, 
including organic semiconductors, metal 
halide perovskites, two-dimensional 
materials and quantum dot (QD) solids.

An emerging pattern of observation 
in transient microscopy is the presence 
of multiple different temporal transport 
regimes occurring within a single sample. 
Because transient microscopy allows the 
mean squared expansion of an initially 
diffraction-limited photoexcitation 
distribution to be captured as a function 
of time (Fig. 1), researchers are able 
to observe differences between short 
(<100s fs) and longer timescale 
transport. For example, at short times, 
the photoexcitations in many cases have 

not yet had a chance to relax to the 
semiconductor band edge3,4. Observing 
transport with transient microscopy on 
even shorter timescales should give access 
to earlier time processes that otherwise 
escape our attention. In some cases, these 
early time measurements yield astonishing, 
thought-provoking observations forcing us 
to revisit models of how photoexcitations 
behave, especially in heterogeneous, 
complex semiconductors. Now, reporting 
in Nature Materials, Zhang and colleagues 
report such observations in QD solids5.
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QD solids are films composed of 
few-nanometre-diameter colloidal 
semiconducting nanocrystals, or QDs, 
deposited on a substrate from solution. After 
the solvent evaporates, the QDs typically 
pack randomly, spatially separated by the 
surface-bound, insulating ligand molecules 
that originally solubilized them (Fig. 1a). 
Photoexcitations in ligand-stabilized QD 
solids are commonly described as neutral 
excitons — correlated electron–hole pairs — 
that travel site-to-site via transition dipole 
coupling. Exciton transport in QD solids  
has been studied with transient microscopies 
as a function of the type of semiconductor 
or ligand used and the size or extent of 
ordering of the QDs, which all affect a 
photoexcitation’s ability to travel within  
the solid6,7.

Zhang and colleagues use the ability 
to measure exciton transport on shorter 
timescales to observe an expansion of the 
initial photoexcited distribution in the first 
few hundred femtoseconds that is nearly a 
thousand times faster than typical exciton 
diffusion observed in QD solids on later 
timescales (Fig. 1b, c). Intriguingly, they 
observe this result in films of certain QDs 
such as PbS and PbSe but not in other QDs, 
such as CdSe. They attribute this striking 
early time behaviour to a large Bohr radius 
of the excitons in PbS and PbSe compared 
with those in CdSe. The Bohr radius 
describes the effective spatial extent of the 
exciton, and in PbS this value far exceeds 
the radius of a single QD. The authors posit 
that substantial delocalization is responsible 
for the extremely high early time exciton 

diffusivity. They also explore how this 
phenomenon trends with respect to the 
interparticle separation by measuring QD 
films with different ligand lengths  
(Fig. 1d). Surprisingly, the authors observed 
faster early time exciton transport with 
larger QD spacing.

A near-universal observation over the 
past 25 years is that charge or exciton 
transfer between QDs becomes faster as 
the length of surface ligands separating 
neighbouring QDs is reduced8. This trend 
also reflects established theories of electron 
tunnelling and transition-dipole-mediated 
energy transfer. Zhang and colleagues’ 
observation that there may be a time regime 
during which the dependence of transport 
on QD separation follows the opposite trend 
is significant. The additional observation 
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Fig. 1 | transient imaging of exciton transport in a QD solid. a, a focused femtosecond-duration laser pulse excites a diffraction-limited Gaussian distribution 
of excitons within the QD film. a femtosecond-duration wide-field probe pulse images the growing spatiotemporal evolution of the exciton population.  
b, Wide-field differential transmission, ΔT/T, snapshots at 0 fs, 60 fs, 120 fs, 260 fs and 400 fs following photoexcitation (scale bars, 500 nm). The growing 
width of the spatial distribution is attributed to exciton transport within the PbS QD film. c, Mean-squared-displacement (MSD) versus time illustration 
showing two distinct transport regimes of exciton transport, early time exciton diffusivity (Dfast) and later-time diffusivity (Dslow). Data are shown for five 
different types of QD film, each with a different QD ligand (Oa, oleic acid; 12C, 8C, 6C, 4C, analogous ligands with progressively shorter carbon chains). Error 
bars indicate standard error calculated from over several measurement spots on the samples. d, Trend of the early time exciton diffusivity (Dfast) and later-time 
diffusivity (Dslow) with increasing inter-QD separation, as observed by Zhang et al.5. Figure reproduced with permission from ref. 5, Springer Nature Ltd.
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that this early time behaviour occurs only 
with specific QDs adds further intrigue.

Early time transport in QDs is sometimes 
attributed to ‘hot’ carriers for which the 
QD surface potential barrier presents less 
of an obstacle. Charge transfer — that is, 
tunnelling of hot carriers between QDs rather 
than transition-dipole-mediated exciton 
transfer — has previously been observed 
on femtosecond timescales9, suggesting 
it could be responsible for the early time 
transport in Fig. 1b, c. Tunnelling, however, 
depends exponentially on QD separation, 
which differs substantially from the observed 
trend in Fig. 1d. Existing frameworks fail to 
describe these new experimental results.

Beyond QD solids, transient microscopy’s 
access to earlier photoexcited processes 
out of equilibrium continues to grapple 
with new mysteries. For instance, whereas 
Zhang and colleagues reveal diffusive 
transport at early times, other reports 
indicate ballistic transport4. What are the 
microscopic origins of such differences? 
Similarly, as researchers continue to push 
the limits of spatiotemporal resolution, what 
scales of the materials investigated and of 
the observation tools employed need to be 
carefully compared? In particular, what sets 
the length- and timescales of a single ‘hop’ 

of an exciton’s or charge carrier’s random 
walk through a complex semiconducting 
material, and how does it change as a 
function of decreasing delocalization10? 
Do enough such hops occur during the 
short period before the wavefunction 
extent stabilizes to a more localized 
incarnation of itself that we can describe 
the motion as diffusive? Relatedly, when an 
electronic excitation has not yet had time 
to relax to its band-edge state, what energy 
landscape does it experience, and how do 
non-equilibrium and/or many-body effects 
at these early times impact transport? How 
do we develop models that are able to best 
capture this non-equilibrium exploration? 
Certainly, effort is required to rigorously 
understand how our new techniques operate 
in increasingly challenging spatiotemporal 
regimes and with increasingly complex 
materials. Work devoted to these questions 
will further drive scientific discovery of 
processes occurring in the very first instants 
after light is absorbed in a wide range of 
materials, just as the observations of Zhang 
and colleagues assuredly will. ❐
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Handy nanoquakes
Electrically programmable Fourier-synthesized acoustic tweezers enable facile manipulation of micrometre-sized 
objects, colloids and living cells in a lab-on-chip device that combines high throughput with minimal invasive yet 
highly tunable force fields.

Hubert J. Krenner and Christoph westerhausen

acoustic waves or phonons couple to 
literally any system, either classical 
or quantum. This unique property 

makes them extremely useful for a myriad of 
different, very interdisciplinary applications 
ranging from quantum technologies to the 
life sciences1. In the latter, precise control 
of fluids, particles and living cells2,3 are 
important applications. However, to fully 
leverage the versatility of acoustic waves 
in these applications, the development of 
advanced control schemes is imperative4.

It is well known that light and sound 
waves have many common properties. For 
instance, acoustic tweezers are the acoustic 

counterpart of optical tweezers5, a technique 
by which microscopic objects can be trapped 
and moved by attractive or repulsive forces 
generated by focused laser light and the 
subject of the 2018 Nobel prize in physics. 
Similar to optical tweezers, in acoustic 
tweezers, a sound wave imprints a time- and 
position-dependent trapping field within 
a medium. For this purpose, sound waves 
can be elegantly excited on a piezoelectric 
chip in the form of a surface acoustic 
wave (SAW) that is generated by applying 
an alternating voltage to lithographically 
patterned interdigital transducers, as shown 
in Fig. 1.

Now, writing in Nature Materials, Shujie 
Yang and colleagues propose an acoustic 
tweezers approach that enables selective 
and reversible particle manipulation with 
high throughput and precision6. While the 
manipulation of the smallest amounts of 
liquids and colloids by SAWs has long been 
established, the grand challenge addressed 
by Yang and colleagues is in the creation 
of a universal platform for colloid and 
cell actuation with full programmability. 
The authors employ a harmonic acoustics 
approach for non-contact, dynamic, selective 
particle manipulation. This is achieved by 
harnessing the fact that SAWs can — as 
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